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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent studies of differential equations with delayed arguments have 
revealed interesting, and often surprising, facts about the behavior of solu- 
tions. In this paper, the question of the existence of solutions defined for 
all time is investigated. We begin by applying the following result of Winston 
[5] to demonstrate some simple scalar delay equations which admit only the 
zero solution on the line. 
THEOREM 1.1. Letg:RxR+RR+, a:R+R, and K:R+R+ all 
be continuous functions. Suppose there exists 7 > 0 such that 
i‘4 <rl -*g[t,xl <‘K(t)lxl. 
Then the zero solution of 
k(t) = a(t) x(t - g[t, x(t)]) 
is unique, that is, a solution x(t) is identically zero if and only if there exists t, 
such that x(tl) = 0. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Suppose the equation 
2(t) = -x(t - 1 x(t)]) 
has a nontrivial solution which exists for all time. By Theorem 1.1, x(t) # 0 
for all t. Assume x(t) > 0. Then x(t) is strictly monotone decreasing on R, 
so that 
x(t) < x(t - x(t)) 
.qt) < -x(t) 
x(t) < x(to) etoet 
392 
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for t 2 t, . Thus, z(t) ---f 0 as t -+ co. Moreover, x(t) is unbounded to the 
left. If not, there exists M > 0 such that x(t) < 1cI. Let x(0) = 01 > 0 and 
choose 7’ < 0 such that krer < 01. Using the above estimate, we have 
x(0) < x(T)er < IMeT < cz, a contradiction. Hence, x(t) + 00 as t-+ -co. 
Thus, there exists 7 such that X(T) = 1. If y(t) = x(t + T), then 
j(t) = qt + T) = -x(t + T - x(t + T)) 
= -r(t -Y(G). 
Therefore, y(t) is a positive solution on the line such that y(0) = 1. For 
t < 0, we have 
1 G r(t) 
* t-y(t)<t-1 
=s Y(t - 1) G YP -Y(t)) 




Y(-1) G r(t) t < -1 
Y(--1) d r(t - 1) t<o 
Jw G -Y(--1) t<o 
a s O At) dt < -y(-1) -1 
3 Y(O) G 0, 
a contradiction because y(t) is positive. A similar argument shows that y(t) 
cannot be negative. Hence, the zero solution is the only solution on the line. 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Consider the equation 
k(t) = -x(t -g[x(t)]) (1.1) 
with the bounded lag g[x] = inf{ 1, / x I}. The arguments of Example 1.2 
also prove that the zero solution of this equation is the only global solution. 
However, in Section 3, we prove that if g[x] = inf{e-l, / x I), then un- 
countably many nontrivial solutions exist for all time. 
2. NOTATION 
Let RR be Euclidean n-space with norm ( x 1% = rnaxrGtGn [ xi 1 for 
x E R”. For simplicity, R will denote the real line; R+ will be the positive 
half line [0, co), and R- the negative half line (- 03,0]. 
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Let Fi(t, xol ,..., x0, , xl1 ,..., xln ,..., s,,,,) : Fl(/, s, S) bc a real-valued 
function defined on R x R” 2 Ii”‘” for i = I,..., 72. Let g,[t, X] be a real- 
valued nonnegative function defined on R XI R” for j :z I,..., m. Il’c shall 
study systems of delay differential equations of the form 
qt) = Ff(t, x(t), x(t ~- gJt, x(t)]) )..., .r(t - g,,,[t, x(t)]) (2.1) 
for i = I ,..., n, where x(t) == (,x1(t),..., zn(t)) and k,(t) is the right-hand 
derivative of x?(t). We rewite (2.1) in the shortened form 
k(t) = F(t, x(t), x(t - g[t, x(t)])). (2.2) 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let E;(t, X, X) and g,[t, X] be given as above. Fix to 
and let 4(t) = (&(t),...,&(t)) be an initial function given on (-a, t,]. W’e 
say that x’(t) is a solution of (2.2) at (to ,+) if x(f,) =- C(t,J and there exists 
E > 0 such that x(t) satisfies (2.2) for t, 6: t < i,, -!- t; ~(2) is aglobal solution 
if it satisfies (2.2) for all t. 
The following theorem is due to Driver [I]. 
THEOREM 2.2. LetP : R x RI” x R”” - Rn be continuous andgj : R x R”-+R+ 
be continuous for j = I , . . , m. If+(t) is continuous on (-co, t,], then (2.2) has 
a solution at (to , 4). 
3. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
This section is concerned with finding sufficient conditions for the existence 
of a nontrivial solution of (2.2) on R-. We may use such a solution as an 
initial function and thus extend the solution further to the right. The proof 
of our first result depends on the following consequence of the Tychonoff 
Fixed-Point Theorem [2]. 
THEOREM 3. I. Let E be a complete, locally convex linear space. Let S be 
a closed, bounded, convex subset of E and let T : S --f E be continuous and 
compact. If T(S) C S, then T has a$xedpoint in 5’. 
LEMMA 3.2. If 0 < ,l3 6 1 jpe, there exists a real positive A such that 
pen0 
---- .< I. 
x 
Proof. Definef(A) = p@jX for 0 < X < co. Thenf(A) - 03 as A + 0 
and as X + w, and 
df 0) p&yA/l - 1 ] ~ 
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Thus, min,,,+f(h) =f(/3-l) = ,Bpe. Hence, f(h) crosses the line g(X) = 1 
if p < ljpe. B 
THEOREM 3.3. Let F : R x Rn x Rmn - Rn be continuous andgj : Rx Rn-R+ 
be continuous for j = I,..., m. Assume / F(t, x, X)(, <L [ X Lynn for some 
L > 0, and gJt, x] < ,B = 1/Le for j = l,..., ~2. Then for each u E R”, there 
exists a solution x(t) of (2.2) on R- such that x(O) = u. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, there exists a real positive X such that 
LeAP 
__ < I. 
h 
Let C = (d, ] #I : R- + R” continuously} with the compact-open topology, 
so that C is a FrCchet space. Fix u E R”. Let 
S = I4 E C 1 I $(t)l, < i u In e-“‘, d(O) = u}, 
and define T : S --f C by 
(T+)(t) = u + jt F(s, rbb>> $4 - As, dNlN ds. 
0 
We shall prove that T has a fixed-point in S. Observing that S is a closed, 
bounded, convex subset of C, it remains to show that T is invariant, compact, 
and continuous on S. 
T invariant: Let $ E S. Then 
I(T d I u In + i ; I F(s> d(s)> 44s - gh dW)ln ds 
G I u In + s :L I $(s - gh ~(Wm ds 
s 
0 
< I u In -FL I u In e-“(~-m8) ds t 
= lul,/l + y!. (e-ht _ I)/ 
< / u I,{1 + (cAt - I)] = / u In eMAt. 
T compact: Since C is metrizable, it is enough to show that T(S) is relatively 
sequentially compact. Let {T&} b e a sequence in T(S). For t E [ -1, 01, 
1 T+ri(t)ln f ) u 1% ~9. Furthermore, 
I TAt(tl) - T4dtJL < L I u In eAf6+l) I t, - t, I. 
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By the Arzelh-Ascoli theorem, there exists a subsequence {T+aij which 
converges uniformly on [-I, 01. P- f cr orming similar estimates on {T&j for 
t E [-2,0], we find a subsequence (r&J which converges uniformly on 
C-2,0]. Continuing the process, the diagonal sequence {T&j converges 
uniformly on compact subsets of R-, and hence, converges in c‘. 
T continuous: Let K be a compact subset of R-, $+I E S, and E ;- 0. Choose 
N so large that KC [-IV -1~ /3, 01. Hence, t --- g,[t, x] E [--IV, 0] for 
j = I)...) m, and t E K. By uniform continuity, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
3 ) F(t, x1 , Xl) .- F(t, x2 , X,)i, < 3% 
for (t, x1 , Xr), (t, x’a , Xa) E K x [- 1 u In ehN, 1 II jn ehfl]n+mYz. Furthermore, 
4,, is uniformly continuous on [-N, 01. Thus, there exists p > 0 such that 
for t, , t, E [-N, 01, 
Finally, there exists 0 < v < 6 such that 
for j = l,..., m and (t, x1), (t, xs) E K x [- ( u In enN, / u in eANln. Let 
u = iC E C I SUP~~[-~,~I I W, < 4 and v = W E C I SUPSK ! ~,4% < 4. 
We show that q5 - do E U n S implies that Tq5 - T$, E V n S. For 4 - $. E 
U n S and t E K, 
IVW> - (T$o)Wln 
< .r : / F(s, d(s), +(s - g[s, +(s)l)) - F(s, do(~)> 4(s - ids, 4(4l))ln ds 
+ j: I F(s, Co(s), d(s - As, 9(s)l)) - F(s, 4o(s), Co(s - g[s, d(dl)>in ds
+ rl’ I F(s, 40(s), 4oG - g[s, 9w) - F(s, 40(4, $Ms - gh ~o(~)l))ln ds 
EXAMPLE 3.4. For the scalar Eq. (l.l),F(t, x, X) = -Xso thatL = n = 
m = 1. Hence, if g[t, ~1 < e-l, uncountably many nontrivial solutions exist 
on R-. 
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The proof of Theorem 3.3 depends on the application of a fixed-point 
theorem. The next result, however, establishes the existence of nontrivial 
solutions on R- by means of a construction. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Equation (2.2) satisfies property (P) with respect to the 
sequence {t2} if 
(i) t, 1 --co and I, = [tr , t,-,] contains the hereditary set needed to 
define the initial value problem at t,-, , and 
(ii) for given E > 0 and g(t) continuous on I, , there exists an initial 
function C(t) on 1,+r with solution x(t, t, , $) such that 
For convenience, we will assume that t, = 0 for the sequence in the above 
definition. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let F : R x Rn x Rmn - Rn be continuous andgi : R x Rn+Rf 
be continuous for j = l,..., m. Assume solutions of (2.2) depend continuously on 
initial functions. If (2.2) satisfies property (P) with respect to {tl}, then for given 
E > 0 and d(t) continuous on II , there exists a solution x(t) on R- such that 
;:p I x(t) - a(t)In < E. 
1 
Proof. Let h(t) = b(t) on I1 . By hypothesis, there exists C2(t) on I, such 
that 
Applying property (4 g a ain together with continuous dependence, there 
exists y&(t) on Za such that 
sup I 44 t, , $3) - x(4 4 1 d&n < E F2. 
~E[~~,Ol 
In general, there exists &+](t) on I,,, such that 
sup I x(t, t, 2 &+I) - x(6 L, , $&)ln < E . 2-1. 
=rt,,w 
Define e,(t) on R- by 
for t E !lG+, , 01, 
for t < tl+, . 
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Claim. (8,j is a Cauchy sequence in C. Let K be a compact subset of K- 
and 17 > 0. Choose L so large that K C [tr, , 0] and E IT:-,, 2m i -: 7. Then, 
for k > 1 3 L, 
Since C is complete, there exists 0 t C such that 8, --f 8, that is, s,(t) 
converges to e(t) uniformly on compact subsets of R-. 
Claim. 0(t) is a solution of (2.2) on R-. Let 7 E R- and 77 > 0. If L, = 
min{Z 1 t, -< T>, then for T ::’ t :- 0 and 1 3 L, , we have 
t I ’ 1 qs, e(s), Q(s - g[s, &)I)) - F(s, W, 4s - g[s, W)l))ln ds 7 
+ f 1 F(S, B(S), .Q(S - gp, &(s)i)) - F(s, W W - gh Wl)h ds 
T 
$- j”’ j F(s, 8(s), B,(s - g[s, &(s)l>) - F(s, G(s), Us - g[h Us>l)>in fk * 
Note that (i) of property (P) implies that t - g3[f, 6’,(t)] > t,+i for t 3 tL1 
and 1 3 L,. Hence, t -g,[t, 0(t)] > tLl,.i for t > 7. Let Al = s~p~~[~~~+~,~] ]0(s)\, 
and choose L, such that ~up~~[~,,+,,~l 1 e,(s)l, < M + I for I 3 L, . By uni- 
form continuity, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
I Xl - x2 1 71 4-m ( x, - x, ljsn < s 
3 1 F(t, x1 , X,) - F(t, x2 , X2)1, < I_- 
5 ;", / 
for (4 xl , Xl), (4 x2 , X2) E [T, 0] x [-M - I, Ii2 + I]n+mn. Choose p > 0 
such that 
14 - 4 I < P * I e(h) - Yt,)l < 6 
for tl , tz E [tL1+l , 01. Finally, there exists 0 < v < min(qj5, 6) such that 
I Xl - 3c2 In < v * I&[6 x11 - a[t, %]I < p 
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for j = l,..., m and (t, x,), (t, XJ E [T, 0] x [-&i’ - 1, M + 11”. Choose La 
such that supt+,+,, ol / e,(t) - d(t)1 < v for I 3 L, . If L = maxrGiGa {Li>, 
then 
for 7 < t < 0 and 1 3 L. Since 7 is arbitrary, 0(t) is a solution on R-. 
For t~lr, 
< F f 2-L = E. 1 
l-1 
We apply Theorem 3.6 to a class of equations in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let A(t) be a continuous n x n matrix and B(t) a con- 
tinuous n-vector both defined on R. Assume g(t) is a positive continuous function 
on R such thatf(t) = t -g(t) is strictly monotone increasing. If det A(t) # 0, 
then 
k.(t) = A(t) x(t -g(t)) + B(t) (3.1) 
satisJes property (P) and, h ence, has nontrivial solutions on R. 
Proof. Condition (i) of property (P) is obviously satisfied by the sequence 
defined by tl = t,-, - g(tlel) for I = 1, 2 ,..., and t, = 0. Moreover, it is 
well-known from the theory of functional differential equations [3] that 
solutions of (3.1) depend continuously on initial functions. Hence, it remains 
to show that (3.1) satisfies condition (ii). 
Let E > 0 and t/(t) b e a continuous function on I, = [tl , t,_,]. By the 
Weierstrass Approximation Theorem, there exists a continuously differen- 
tiable function &(t) on 1, such that supte, I 1 P(t) - #l(t)ln < ~12. To complete 
the proof, we find &(t) on II+, such that supttr, 1 x(t, t, , Cl) - &(t)ln < c/2. 
For t E IL , we write 
A(t) = h(h) + i:, $ds, ds. 
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If 4(t) is any initial function on I,+, , 
I x(t, t, ,461 - ~l(GL e I b(h) ~~ 1/11(Qn 
I j’ I a(5) xcS - g(.r), t, ,d + B(S) - &(s)ln ds. 
I, 
Since f(t) is continuous and strictly monotone increasing, f-l(t) exists, is 
continuous, andfp’(I,,,) = I, . Define 
VW = A~‘(f--‘(t))[~l(f-‘(t)> - w-‘wl 
for t E I,,, . Then for t E I, , 
x(t - g(t), 4 , d> = W(t)) 
= ~-lwhm - fwl 
s t / A(s) X(s - g(s), t, ,6) + B(s) - &(s)ln ds = 0. tl 
Let 
Choose 7 > 0 such that IN’,? < c/2, and 6 > 0 such that 6 < t,-, - tz and 
t,-, -f-ytz - 6) < 7. 
Define 
C(t) t E C&+1 > tz - 61 
41(t) = $4(h) t = tz 
linear t E [t2 - 6, t]. 
Then for t E I, , 
144 4 ,Cl) - #l(t)1 ,< (-1 I I-l(t --s) 1 A(s) x(s -g(s), tz 3 61) + B(s) - $,(s,l, ds 
1 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Winston and Yorke [6] have shown that Corollary 3.7 is 
not true if g(t) is only assumed to be nonnegative. They prove the existence 
of a constant 01 > 0 such that all solutions of i(t) = -ax(t - sin2 t) become 
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identically zero in finite time. Hence, the only solution which exists for all 
time must be the zero solution. 
The same behavior is true for solutions of 3i(t) = -(r(t) x(t - l), where 
dt) = 12 siZz nt 
tE(2n - 1,2n) 
t t [2n, 2n + l] 
for each integer n. Thus, the condition on the determinant of A(t) cannot 
be removed. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section, we study an equation not covered by the previous theory, 
and show, among other interesting properties, that it has global solutions. 
Consider the initial value problem at (T, (6) for the linear equation 
2(t) = x(t - sin2 t). (4-l) 
Since f(t) = t - sin2 t is strictly monotone increasing, the hereditary set 
on which + must be prescribed is [T - sin2 T, T]. Hence, if 7 is a multiple 
of r, the space of initial functions degenerates and the corresponding space 
of solutions is one dimensional; otherwise, both spaces have infinite dimen- 
sion. 
It is well-known that (4.1) has a unique solution which exists on [T, a) 
for all (T, +) [3]. Let t, = --nrr for each positive integer n. 
Claim. Let 7 = t, . If +(t,J = 01 > O(CL < 0), then x(t, t, , a) is strictly 
monotone increasing (decreasing) on [t, , co). Assume Q: > 0. Then 
3i.(tn , t, 1 a) = cy > 0. If f is the first zero of 3i*(t, , , 01), then 
t, < ( - sin2 5 
3 0 < 01 < x(6 - sin2 5, t, , CX) = $6, t, , IX), 
a contradiction. Hence, E does not exist so that 3i(t, t, , a) > 0 for t > t, . 
A similar argument holds if 01 < 0 and the claim is proved. An immediate 
consequence is that if x(t) is a global solution, then x(t) = 0 if and only if 
x(t) = 0. 
Claim. There exists a global solution q,(t) such that x0(O) = 1. 
Consider the initial value problem at (tl , 1). Then x(t, , t, , 1) = 1 
implies that x(0, t, , 1) = a;’ > 1. By linearity, x(t, t, , (Ye) = alx(t, tl , 1), 
so that x(0, t, , CLJ = 1. Similarly, we can choose 01~ such that aft, , t, , a2) = 0~~ . 
Continue the process and define x,,(t) = x(t, t, , a,) for t 3 t, and all 
positive n. Then x,(t) is the desired solution. 
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Claim The space of global solutions has dimension equal to one. 
If x(t) is any nontrivial global solution, then x(O) = o( -/- 0. By linearity, 
y(t) = wO(t) - x(t) is a global solution such that ~(0) =: 0. Hence, y(t) 0 
and x(t) is a multiple of x(,(t). 
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